1 QUESTION!
Michelle Reagan | michelle.reagan2@va.gov | Orlando VA Healthcare System

ACCESSING MENTAL HEALTH CARE: CREATING A SYMBIOTIC SOLUTION FOR VETERANS, PROVIDERS, AND CLINICAL RESEARCHERS!
Laura Muratore | laura.muratore@va.gov | San Francisco VA Health Care System

ACCESSING VETERAN’S ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD DURING EMERGENCY
Dana Smith | dana.smith7@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

ADHD TESTING REFERRALS
Megan McArthur | megan.mcarthur@va.gov | Clement J. Zablocki (Milwaukee) VA Medical Center

BREAKING THE COMMUNICATION BOTTLENECK
Elizabeth Wong and Janet Smith | elizabeth.wong@va.gov; janet.smith2@va.gov | San Francisco VA Health Care System

BRIDGING THE GAP: HOW CAN WE IMPROVE PATIENT PERCEPTION OF HEALTHCARE COMMUNICATION?
Dejah Johnson | dejah.johnson@va.gov | Charlie Norwood VA Medical Center

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR VETERAN’S IN COMMUNITY LIVING CENTERS TO CONNECT TO THEIR COMMUNITY DURING PERIODS OF A LOCKDOWN EVENT
Cheryl Kelley | cheryl.kelley654@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

DECREASING SUICIDE IN VETERANS
Kamal Gandotra | Kamal.Gandotra2@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

DEMENTIA STAGE AND MANAGE TOOL
Moiz Suhail | moiz.suhail@va.gov | Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital

DIGITALLY EXPANDING COOKING AND NUTRITION IN ONE LOCATION
Lindsey Koelling | Lindsey.Koelling@va.gov | Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital
Spaark - Challenge Investee Projects

ENHANCING DISEASE -SPECIFIC GUIDED HEALING MEDITATIONS
Mary Ward | mary.ward5@VA.gov | Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital

EASY ACCESS TO VIRTUAL CARE
Victoria Wheeler | victoria.wheeler@va.gov | VA Eastern Colorado Health Care System

ENGAGE THE FRONT LINE IN INNOVATION (EFLI)
Christa Holland | christa.holland@va.gov | Clement J. Zablocki (Milwaukee) VA Medical Center

EVERYONE HAS MENTAL HEALTH!
Christa Holland | christa.holland@va.gov | Clement J. Zablocki (Milwaukee) VA Medical Center

GET THE FACTS NOT THE FAX
Leslie Mangiapani | Leslie.Mangiapani@va.gov | San Francisco VA Health Care System

GLAD YOU ARE HERE: GPS VA MAP APP OR SCANNABLE QR CODE
Melissa Cook | Melissa.Cook@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

HELP! MY HOME TELEHEALTH MACHINE BLOOD PRESSURE READING IS WRONG!
Femi Faminu | Femi.Faminu@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

HOW CAN VA IMPROVE/OPTIMIZE SEATING AND POSITIONING/WHEELED MOBILITY EVALUATIONS
John Moossa | John.Moossa@VA.Gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

INNOVATIVE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC VENOUS INSUFFICIENCY (CVI)
Aarn Rothey | aarn.rothey@va.gov | VA Salt Lake City Healthcare System

MITIGATING MONETARY BENEFIT OVERPAYMENT FOR NEWLY INCARCERATED VETERANS
Laura Felten | Laura.Felten@va.gov | Clement J. Zablocki (Milwaukee) VA Medical Center

PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY IS THE FOUNDATION FOR HRO
Barry Peterson | Barry.Peterson@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

RESOURCING AND ACCESSING CARE FROM THE EMERGENCY ROOM (RACER)
Nichole Restivo | nichole.restivo@va.gov | VA Eastern Colorado Health Care System
SENSORY STIMULATION FOR INPATIENT VETERANS WITH MEMORY CARE CONCERNS
Eva Gergely | eva.ergely@va.gov | VA Eastern Colorado Health Care System

SIP AND PUFF 911
Teresa Dubil | Teresa.Dubil@va.gov | Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital

TEXTING TO SERVE
Adelina Sowell | adelina.sowell@va.gov | Orlando VA Healthcare System

THE NEGLECTED AND EMERGING PROBLEM OF NON-TUBERCULOUS MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTIONS (NTM) IN VETERANS
Reuben Arasaratnam | reuben.arasaratnam@va.gov | VA Western Colorado Health Care System
3D BONE MAPPING USING OFFICE BASED PORTABLE ULTRASOUND.
Naga Suresh Cheppalli | naga.cheppalli@va.gov | New Mexico VA Healthcare System

3D PRINTING OF KIDNEY
Eric Ballon-Landa | eric.ballon-landa@va.gov | VA Eastern Colorado Health Care System

A MOMENT IN MY BOOTS
Christina Burr | christina.burr@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

A.P.P.S. (AIR POWERED PLACEMENT SYSTEM)
Jeremy Crittendon | jeremy.crittendon@va.gov | Clement J. Zablocki (Milwaukee) VA Medical Center

ACCELERATING ACCURATE HEADACHE DIAGNOSES
Jack Tsao | jack.tsao@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

ACCESSIBLE AND LOW-COST MYOELECTRIC SIGNAL TRAINER FOR PRE-PROSTHETIC TRAINING
John Hermansen | johnrhermansen@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

ADMINISTRATIVE MEDICINE CLINIC - DUTY TO ASSIST VETERANS WITH ADMINISTRATIVE FORMS
Lana Davila | Lana.Davila@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

AN AUTOMATED AT-HOME TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION (TMS) SYSTEM FOR MEDICATION-RESISTANT DEPRESSION
Punit Vaidya | punit.vaidya@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

AUTOMATIC INACTIVATION OF UNUSED PRESCRIPTION OPIOIDS; REDUCING INCIDENCE OF OPIOID USE DISORDER AND OPIOID-RELATED ADVERSE DRUG EVENTS
Alison Quinn | alison.quinn@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

BAC-T GLO SWAB
Kimberly Powell | Kimberly.Powell@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center
BREATHE WITHOUT PAIN: THE COMFORTABLE ENDOTRACHEAL TUBE
Julien Cobert | Julien.cobert@va.gov | San Francisco VA Health Care System

BRINGING IMAGE SHARING INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
James Saporito | james.saporito@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

CAMP MARY ORTON WOMEN VETERANS WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP PROGRAM (CMOWVWLP)
Heather Seymour | heather.seymour@va.gov | Central Ohio VA Healthcare System

CATHETER CAP
Danielle Nardozi-Vandyke | Danielle.vandyke@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

CELL PHONE CONTAMINANTS AND PATIENT SAFETY
Debra Reynolds | Debra.Reynolds@va.gov | Orlando VA Healthcare System

COLLABORATIVE ARTHRITIS TREATMENT PROGRAM
Mark Charney | mark.charney@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

DEVELOPING A "MOCK FALL" DRILL/SIMULATION TO EDUCATE HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS ON FALL RISK FACTOR ASSESSMENT AND PREVENTION.
Saqib Nisar | saqib.nisar@va.gov | Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital

EAT AT HOME- EVALUATION AND TREATMENT PROGRAM FOR HOME-BOUND VETERANS
Georgiana Hogan | Georgiana.Hogan@va.gov | Charles George VA Medical Center

EHEALTH: EDUCATION & EMERGENCE OF EHEALTH DESIGNATED TECHNOLOGY MANAGER (EHEEDTM)
Melodie Anderson | Melodie.Anderson@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

EMPATHY EMPOWERED DEMENTIA EDUCATION
Cathy Hebert | catherine.hebert@va.gov | Charles George VA Medical Center

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH TOXIC EXPOSURE INFORMATIONAL POST CARD
Lana Davila | Lana.Davila@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System
EQUITABLE HOUSING
Constance Parker | constance.parker2@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

ERIC'S PIV KNOT
Eric Strandberg | eric.strandberg@va.gov | Central Arkansas VA Healthcare System

ESP: ESSENTIAL SAFETY PLAN – A UNIQUE POSITIVE TOOL FOR SELF-STABILIZATION DURING CHALLENGING TIMES
Chana Katz | chana.katz@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

EYE LOVE VA (ELVA)
Amy Chomsky | Amy.chomsky@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

FIT KIT COLLECTION PROTOCOL – INPATIENT ADMISSION
Hilary Mauch | hilary.mauch@va.gov | North Florida/South Georgia Veterans Health System

GAIT MONITOR ALERT BAND
Elizabeth Townsend | elizabeth.townsend3@va.gov | Charlie Norwood VA Medical Center

HELP IS ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY
Stacie Garcia | Stacie.Garcia@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

IMPROVING HEALTHCARE ACCESS FOR VETERANS WITH A SERIOUS MENTAL ILLNESS (SMI)
Robert Moering | Robert.Moering@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

IN THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE IN ER DOCUMENTATION
Ester Gonzales | Ester.gonzales2@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

INCREASING ACCESS TO CARE FOR VETERANS WITH CHRONIC PAIN: A VIRTUAL BIOFEEDBACK SELF-MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Natasha Mroczek | natasha.mroczek@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

INFORMATION SHARING IN A DIGITAL AGE TO VISUALLY IMPAIRED VETERANS
Ashley Boyer | ashley.boyer@va.gov | Charlie Norwood VA Medical Center

INTEGRATIVE GI MEDICAL GROUP PROGRAM
Ashley Mudra | ashley.mudra@va.gov | North Florida/South Georgia Veterans Health System
INTERFACILITY PRIDE MENTORSHIP
Jennifer Merrifield | jennifer.merrifield@va.gov | Charlie Norwood VA Medical Center

ISOLATION PRECAUTIONS DOOR BARRIER OR IPDB
Daniella Estes | daniella.estes@va.gov | Central Arkansas VA Healthcare System

LEARNING INFORMATION NETWORK CONNECTION TOOLS (LINCT)
Lynn Baniak | lynn.baniak@va.gov | VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System

LIGHTING THE PATHWAY TO PREVENTING FALLS USING A FRONT WHEEL WALKER
Kimberly Panizzon | kimberly.panizzon@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

NEW HORIZONS IN DEI ACCESS FOR TRAINING MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
Delilah Noronha | Delilah.noronha@va.gov | VA Palo Alto Healthcare System

NEXT GENERATION POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER EDUCATION FOR VETERAN CAREGIVERS
Magdalena Junca | Magdalena.junca@va.gov | New Mexico VA Healthcare System

NURSING RECHARGE SPACE
Brittany Mahler | brittany.mahler@va.gov | North Florida/South Georgia Veterans Health System

PATIENT PORTABLE WIRELESS CHARGING STATION (PPWC)
Tiffini Bryant | Tiffini.Bryant@VA.Gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

PAWS FOR VETS SERVICE DOG TRAINING PROGRAM
Marlyn Lee | Marlyn.Lee@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

PERSONAL VIRTUAL PHARMACY (PVP)
George Mitchell | George.Mitchell@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

PREVENTING HOMELESSNESS
Peter Capone-Newton | peter.capone-newton@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

PREVENTION OF TREATMENT PLAN DISRUPTION RELATED TO CHEMOTHERAPY INDUCED PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY (CIPN)
Erin Valenti | Erin.Valenti2@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System
PRIVATE CONVERSATIONS ANYWHERE
Alicia Hurst | Alicia.Hurst@va.gov | VA Palo Alto Healthcare System

PROJECT X
Melodie Anderson | melodie.anderson@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

QUIT KIT
Bree Lawhead | bree.lawhead@va.gov | North Florida/South Georgia Veterans Health System

ROBOT-ASSISTED FITNESS & THERAPY (RAFT) TRIALS
Grant Etnyre | grant.etnyre@va.gov | Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital

SANITIZER DEVICE FOR HANDICAP DOOR OPENER
Vipul Bodar | Vipul.bodar@va.gov | Charlie Norwood VA Medical Center

SIMPATICO SIMULATION SOLUTIONS
Jennifer Snow | jennifer.snow@va.gov | Orlando VA Healthcare System

SLIPCOVER FOR WHEELCHAIR PROTECTION
Stephanie Bailey | stephanie.bailey3@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

SMART PHONE APP TO ASSESS ADEQUACY OF COLONOSCOPY PREPARATION
Aparna Repaka | aparna.repaka@va.gov | VA Boston Healthcare System

STEALTHY AND SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE ALL-DAY WEARABLE BRAIN WAVE MONITOR AND CONTROL INTERFACE
Douglas Murphy | douglas.murphy3@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

SWEET WOUND BIOLOGICS
Lorena Alvarez | Lorena.alvarez@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

THE FUTURE OF ON-DEMAND READING GLASSES
Robert Wrubel | robert.wrubel@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

THE INVENTORY EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Shanna Jenkins; Debra Reynolds | shanna.jenkins@va.gov; debra.reynolds@va.gov | Gulf Coast Veterans Healthcare System
SPARK - IDEA INVESTEE PROJECTS

TRACKING MADE EASY IN PROSTHETICS (TMEP)
Dave Fairley | Dave.Fairley@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

UPPER EXTREMITY ASSISTED BIKE
William Rasper | William.Rasper@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

VA MENTAL HEALTH MOBILIZATION, ENGAGEMENT, NAVIGATION AND DEPLOYMENT (VA MH MEND)
Sofia Matta | sofia.matta@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

VETS TRAIN PETS FOR PATIENTS
Laura Klug | laura.klug@va.gov | Cincinnati VA Medical Center

VICK- VETERAN INTEGRATED CHAIR KIOSK
Kristin Mate | kristin.mate@va.gov | Gulf Coast Veterans Healthcare System

VIRTUAL MUSCULOSKELETAL PHYSICAL EXAM KIT
Timothy Hudson | timothy.hudson2@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

VIRTUAL VETERANS EXPERIENCES: TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME
Kristin Eneberg-Boldon | Kristin.Eneberg-Boldon@va.gov | VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

WHEELCHAIR AUTOMATED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (WAMS)
Tad Nielsen | tad.nielsen@va.gov | Minneapolis VA Healthcare System
**Seed Investee Projects**

**ATLAS KNEE SUPPORTER**
Debra Cole | Debra.Cole2@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

**BLOOD PRESSURE SUPPORT FRAME**
Kimberly Jones | kimberly.jones10@va.gov | VA Boston Healthcare System

**BUILDING CONFIDENCE BUILDS PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY**
Barry Peterson | Barry.Peterson@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

**COLONOSCOPY PROGRAM FOR SCI PATIENTS REPLACING PROLONGED PREPARATION WITH NOVEL LAVAGE SYSTEM DURING COLONOSCOPY TO IMPROVE PATIENT SATISFACTION AND PROCEDURE OUTCOME.**
Hiroshi Mashimo | hiroshi.mashimo@va.gov; frances.achee@va.gov; marika.hess@va.gov | VA Boston Healthcare System

**DISPOSABLE AIR PILLOW**
Suzanne Zwerin | suzanne.zwerin@va.gov | Cincinnati VA Medical Center

**DOES MY SLEEP DEVICE ACCURATELY MEASURE MY SLEEP?: THE SLEEPCOMPARE SOLUTION**
Carl Stepnowsky | Carl.Stepnowsky@va.gov | VA San Diego Healthcare System

**EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE INTERVENTION**
Sarah Deitz | sarah.deitz@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

**HOSPITAL HOUSEKEEPING CERTIFICATION**
Robert Bankston | robert.bankston@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

**INTELLI-CUSHION: VETERAN SEATING MONITOR SYSTEM**
Katherine Kapus | Katherine.Kapus@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

**INTERACTIVE SMS PRESCRIPTION REFILL REMINDERS**
Ronald Major | ronald.major@va.gov | Charles George VA Medical Center

**IPCOM: IMPROVING PATIENT COMMUNICATION**
Diana Brandes | dbrandes.rn@gmail.com | Memphis VA Medical Center

**KYPHOTIC WEDGE**
Kevin Johnson | kevin.johnson3@va.gov | Cincinnati VA Medical Center
LINKING VETERANS WHO INJECT DRUGS INTO HARM REDUCTION SERVICES
Minh Ho | minh.ho@va.gov | Orlando VA Healthcare System

MATERNITY WHOLE HEALTH (MWH)
Cody Giovannetti | brooklyn.giovannetti@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

MEDICATION DROP BOX
Angel Avila | Angel.Avila@va.gov | New Mexico VA Healthcare System

MONARCH
Barbara Winters | Barbara.Winters@va.gov; Debra.Lagrone@va.gov | Tuscaloosa VA Medical Center

MUSIC LISTENING FOR BETTER HEALTH
Jillian Thompson | jillian.thompson3@va.gov | Durham VA Health Care System

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT CLINIC KIT (NPACK)
Jessica Alva | jessica.alva@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

NON-INVASIVE RAPID HOME BREATH ANALYZER FOR BACTERIAL OVERGROWTH, FOOD INTOLERANCE, DIARRHEA AND CONSTIPATION
Hiroshi Mashimo | hiroshi.mashimo@va.gov | VA Boston Healthcare System

ONE CARD THAT'S ALL: VA SMART BUSINESS CARD
David Dunning | david.dunning@va.gov | Memphis VA Medical Center

POINT OF CARE ULTRASOUND TO DETERMINE THROMBOSIS RISK IN HEMODIALYSIS
Steve Majerus | steve.majerus@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

PREVENTING VETERAN SUICIDE- DEVELOPING PEER SAFETY PLAN COMPETENCY TO INCREASE ACCESS TO SUICIDE PREVENTION SAFETY PLANS
Michelle Harris | Michelle.Harris2@va.gov | Central Ohio VA Healthcare System

REMOTE THERAPEUTIC REALITY EQUINE-ASSISTED ACTIVITIES AND THERAPIES (RTREAAT)
Inna Francesca Zeringue | INNA.ZERINGUE@VA.GOV | VA Salt Lake City Healthcare System
Seed Investee Projects

REVERSE BOOM PATIENT LIFT
Ashley Crooks | ashley.crooks@va.gov | Minneapolis VA Healthcare System

RHYTHM, PURPOSE, MOVEMENT
Meghen Erboe | meghen.erboe@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

SAFE, SECURE, ACCESSIBLE SHARPS DISPOSAL
Heidi Ensign | heidi.ensign@va.gov | Tomah VA Medical Center

SAN DIEGO VA PEER SUPPORT PROGRAM: A PATHWAY TO A HIGH RELIABILITY ORGANIZATION
Tuyet (Terri) Lather | tuyet.lather@va.gov | VA San Diego Healthcare System

SELF-MONITORING RETINAL OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY TO ALLOW TELEMEDICINE SCREENING AND TREATMENT OF RETINAL DISEASES
Warren Sobol | Warren.sobol@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

SHOTS, SCREENINGS, ACTION! CONNECTING CARE FOR THE VULNERABLE VETERAN
Jonessa Farano | Jonessa.Farano2@va.gov; Ursula.Patel@va.gov; Gail.Reid@va.gov; Joelle.Farano@va.gov | VA Edward Hines, Jr. VA Hospital

SIGHT AND SOUND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM FOR CLC VETERANS (SASI)
Maria Grimes | maria.grimes@va.gov | Lebanon VA Medical Center

SIMPLICITY- MAKING BREAST BIOPSIIES SIMPLE.
Natalie Mandel | natalie.mandel@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

SMART WHITE CANE.
Brian Higgins | brian.higgins1@va.gov | VA Palo Alto Healthcare System

TEAM AUTUMN: A REAL TIME, MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO REDUCING FALLS
Nicol Craven | nicol.craven@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

THE POWER ASSISTED WALKER PROJECT, RISING ABOVE “SEATED ONLY” MOBILITY DEVICES
Edward Ratner | edward.ratner@va.gov | Minneapolis VA Healthcare System
Seed Investee Projects

TINNITUS GROUP COUNSELING
Paul Gaudiano | paul.gaudiano@va.gov | VA San Diego Healthcare System

VA OTOTOXICITY WEB CONNECTION
Trisha Milnes | Trisha.Milnes@va.gov | Charlie Norwood VA Medical Center

VETERANS RECOVERY NETWORK
Robert Martin | robert.martin1@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

VHA RADIATION EXPOSURE MONITORING (REM) REGISTRY.
Ryan Kocak | ryan.kocak@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

VIRTUAL EMERGENCY SERVICES AND TRIAGE (VEST) (WE ARE FY2021 SPARK INVESTEE OF THE PROJECT "VIRTUAL ER")
Cherese Ward-Washington | CHERESE.WARD-WASHINGTON@VA.GOV | Memphis VA Medical Center

VIRTUAL WHOLE HEALTH WELLNESS PROGRAM - LEATHER CRAFTING
Heather Seymour | Heather.seymour@va.gov | Central Ohio VA Healthcare System

WOMEN VETERAN’S MOBILE WELLNESS VR TOOL-KIT
Megan Rumzie | megan.rumzie@va.gov | VA Sierra Nevada Healthcare System

"WHOLE FOODS @ YOUR LIBRARY!"
Lisa Huang | Lisa.Huang@va.gov; Rochelle.Shipman@va.gov; Keashia.Thomas@va.gov; Kellie.McGruder-Miller@va.gov | North Florida/South Georgia Veterans Health System
AMBULATORY EYE RECORDING DEVICE FOR DIAGNOSING DIZZINESS
Mark Walker | mark.walker5@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

BLIND REHAB IN-HOUSE GLASSES FABRICATION: IMPROVING VISUALLY IMPAIRED VETERAN’S LIVES
Robert Wrubel | robert.wrubel@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

CLINICAL STIMULATION-DRIVEN ROWING PROGRAM FOR VETERANS WITH PARALYSIS
Lisa Lombardo | lisa.lombardo2@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

DROP EASE
Terri Ohlinger | terri.ohlinger@va.gov | Cincinnati VA Medical Center

EMPLOYEE WELL-BEING CENTER
Adelina Sowell | adelina.sowell@va.gov | Orlando VA Healthcare System

LISTEN, SORT EMPOWER MODEL, A STRATEGY TO REDUCE BURNOUT AND PROMOTE ENGAGEMENT AMONG CLINICIANS ACROSS VHA.
Simone Kanter | simone.kanter@va.gov | VA San Diego Healthcare System

LOW VISION TELE-EYE REHABILITATION TO THE HOME & CBOC
CAROLYN IHRIG | carolyn.ihrig@va.gov | VA Central Iowa Healthcare System

MULTI-SITE DISSEMINATION OF A VIRTUAL REALITY TREATMENT FOR SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS
Jarrod Reisweber | Jarrod.Reisweber@va.gov | Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center

PORTABLE INTUBATION BOX
Matthew Kellems | Matthew.Kellems@va.gov | VA Northeast Ohio Healthcare System

THE EQUINE-IMITY PROJECT
Dina Seerden | dina.seerden@va.gov | VA San Diego Healthcare System

USE OF WHITE NOISE SPEAKERS TO FACILITATE SLEEP AND DECREASE ANXIETY ON VA INPATIENT WARDS
Krys Earles | krystal.earles@va.gov | Charles George VA Medical Center
VIRTUAL CARE WITHOUT BORDERS: HOME-BASED NEUROREHABILITATION PROGRAM FOR VETERANS WITH TBI AND PTSD.

Yelena Bogdanova | yelena.bogdanova@va.gov | VA Boston Healthcare System